We consider the stellar oscillations of relativistic stars in the Eddington-inspired Born-Infeld gravity (EiBI). In order to examine the specific frequencies, we derive the perturbation equations governing the stellar oscillations in EiBI by linearizing the field equations, and numerically determine the oscillation frequencies as changing the coupling parameter in EiBI, κ, and stellar models. As a result, we find that the frequencies depend strongly on the value of κ, where the frequencies in EiBI with negative κ become higher and those with positive κ become lower than the expectations in general relativity. We also find that, via the observation of the fundamental frequency, one could distinguish EiBI with 8πǫ0|κ| 0.03 from general relativity, independently of the equation of state (EOS) for neutron star matter, where ǫ0 denotes the nuclear saturation density and ǫ0κ become dimensionless parameter. With the further constraints on EOS, one might distinguish EiBI even with 8πǫ0|κ| 0.03 from general relativity.
geometric units, c = G = 1, where c and G denote the speed of light and the gravitational constant, respectively, and the metric signature is (−, +, +, +).
II. STELLAR EQUILIBRIUM IN EIBI
In this section, we briefly mention EiBI and the relativistic stellar models in EiBI, where we especially consider the spherically symmetric stellar models. EiBI is proposed by Bañados and Ferreira [19] , which can be obtained with the action as
where |g µν + κR µν | and g denote the determinants of (g µν + κR µν ) and g µν , while R µν is the Ricci tensor constructed with the connection Γ µ αβ . We remark again that the connection Γ µ αβ should be considered as the independent field from the metric tensor g µν in EiBI. The matter action S M depends on the metric and matter field Ψ M . This theory has two parameter λ and κ. The dimensionless constant λ is associated with the cosmological constant Λ, such as λ = 1 + κΛ. In this paper, we consider only asymptotically flat solutions, i.e., we adopt that λ = 1. The remaining parameter κ is the Eddington parameter, which is constrained in the context of the observations in solar system, big bang nucleosynthesis, and the existence of neutron stars [19, 22, 28, 29] . Additionally, terrestrial measurements of the neutron skin thickness of 208 Pb and astronomical observations of the radius of 0.5M ⊙ neutron star could enable us to constrain κ [27] .
The field equations are obtained by varying the action [19] ;
where q µν and q denote an auxiliary metric associated with the physical metric g µν via Eq. (3) and its determinant, while T µν is energy-momentum tensor defined with the matter action S M as
With the covariant derivative ∇ µ , which is defined with g µν , the energy-momentum conservation law is expressed as ∇ µ T µν = 0. From Eq. (4), one can show that the physical metric g µν is completely equivalent to the auxiliary metric q µν , when T µν = 0. The structures of neutron stars in EiBI have been discussed in some literatures [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The metric for the spherically symmetric objects is expressed as
where ν, λ, β, α, and f are functions of r. Assuming that the neutron stars are composed of perfect fluid, the energy-momentum tensor is given by
where ǫ and p are the energy density and pressure, while u µ corresponds to the four velocity of matter given as u µ = (e −ν/2 , 0, 0, 0). Then, from Eqs. (3), (4) , and the energy-momentum conservation law, one can obtain the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equations in EiBI [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . To close the equation system, one needs prepare the relationship between the pressure and density, i.e., EOS. In particular, in this paper, we adopt two realistic EOSs to construct the neutron star models, i.e, Shen EOS [30] and FPS EOS [31] . Shen EOS is based on the relativistic mean field approach, while FPS EOS is based on the Skyrme-type effective interaction (see [32] for more details about the adopted EOSs). Note that the appearance of the curvature instabilities at the stellar surface constructed with a polytropic EOS is pointed out [33] , which could be a problem to solve. Furthermore, the coupling constant κ is constrained from the evidence that compact objects exist [22] , i.e., 8πp c κ < 1 for κ > 0,
8πǫ c |κ| < 1 for κ < 0, (10) xxx xxx where p c and ǫ c denote the central pressure and density. Hereafter, we adopt 8πǫ 0 κ as a normalized coupling constant, where ǫ 0 is the nuclear saturation density given by 2.68 × 10 14 g cm −3 . We remark that the coupling constant κ has been constrained from the observations in the solar system, i.e., |κ| 3 × 10 5 m 5 s −2 kg −1 [28] , which leads to |8πǫ 0 κ| 2.25 × 10
7 . In Fig. 1 , we show the mass-radius relations in general relativity and in EiBI with 8πǫ 0 κ = ±0.03, where the shaded region surrounded by the broken line corresponds to the allowed region in mass-radius relation for EOS with stiffness between FPS and Shen EOSs, while the regions surrounded by the solid and dotted lines correspond to those in EiBI with 8πǫ 0 κ = 0.03 and −0.03. From this figure, one can observe a large uncertainty in the mass-radius relation due to EOS, compared with that due to the gravitational theory. In practice, even if 8πǫ 0 |κ| ≃ 0.03, it might be difficult to distinguish the gravitational theory by using the measurements of stellar mass and radius.
III. SPECTRA OF STELLAR OSCILLATIONS
In this paper, as mentioned before, we focus on the stellar oscillations of the relativistic stars in EiBI. For this purpose, we adopt the Cowling approximation as a first step, i.e., we neglect the metric perturbations as δq µν = δg µν = 0. The Lagrangian displacement vector of matter element ξ i is given by
where W and V correspond to functions of t and r, while Y ℓm denotes the spherical harmonics. With such variables, the perturbation of four-velocity δu µ can be expressed as
where the dot denotes partial derivative with respect to t. Additionally, the perturbations of energy density and pressure are given by δǫ = δǫ(t, r)Y ℓm and δp = δp(t, r)Y ℓ,m .
Then, the perturbation equations in the Cowling approximation can be derived from the variation of the energymomentum conservation law, i.e., ∇ µ (δT µν ) = 0. In practice, one can obtain the following equations; where the prime denotes partial derivative with respect to r. In addition to the above equations, one can show that δp is associated with δǫ as δp = c 2 s δǫ, where c s denotes the sound speed. At last, combining Eqs. (14) - (16) with the relation of δp = c 2 s δǫ, one can get the perturbation equations for W and V as
where we assume that the perturbation variables have a harmonic time dependence, such as W (t, r) = W (r)e iωt . With the appropriate boundary conditions, the problem to solve becomes the eigenvalue problem with respect to ω. The boundary condition at the stellar surface is that the Lagrangian perturbation of pressure should be vanished, i.e., ∆p = 0, which reduces to
On the other hand, the perturbation variables should be regular at the stellar center. Using Eqs. (17) and (18), one can show that W and V should behave in the vicinity of stellar center as
where C is a constant. Hereafter, we especially focus on the ℓ = 2 modes, which can be dominating modes in gravitational wave radiations from the compact objects. First, in order to see the dependence of the oscillation frequencies in EiBI with different values of κ, we calculate it with a specific EOS, i.e., FPS EOS. Fig. 2 shows the f mode frequencies in the left panel and the p 1 mode frequencies in the right panel as a function of the stellar average density (M/R 3 ) 1/2 , where the frequencies are calculated with FPS EOS. We remark that (M/R 3 ) 1/2 = 3.46 × 10 −2 km −1 for a typical stellar model with R = 12 km and M = 1.4M ⊙ . In this figure, the solid line corresponds to the frequencies in general relativity (κ = 0), while the broken, dotted, and dot-dashed lines are corresponding to the results in EiBI with 8πǫ 0 |κ| = 0.01, 0.02, and 8πǫ 0 κ = 0.04, respectively. In the both modes, one can see that the frequencies with negative κ deviate more from the results in general relativity, compared with the frequencies with positive κ. In practice, for the typical stellar model with (M/R 3 ) 1/2 = 0.0346, the frequencies of f mode in EiBI with 8πǫ 0 κ = −0.01 and −0.02 become 7.5% and 16.8% larger than that in general relativity, while those in EiBI with 8πǫ 0 κ = 0.01, 0.02, and 0.04 become 6.3%, 11.6%, and 20.4% smaller than that in general relativity. Also, the frequencies of p 1 mode in EiBI with 8πǫ 0 κ = −0.01 and −0.02 become 6.0% and 12.4% larger than that in general relativity, while those in EiBI with 8πǫ 0 κ = 0.01, 0.02, and 0.04 become 5.3%, 9.8%, and 17.7% smaller than that in general relativity. Additionally, we emphasize that the deviation of frequencies from the predictions in general relativity could depend on the gravitational theory, although the frequencies in EiBI may partially degenerate to those in another gravitational theory (cf., the results in scalar tensor gravity [13] ). Thus, one may be able to distinguish EiBI from scalar-tensor gravity by collecting the observational data radiated from several neutron stars, if the observed frequencies would deviate from the predictions in general relativity. From the observational point of view, as shown in Fig. 1 , one might have to take into account the uncertainty due to EOS. In Fig. 3 , we show the f mode frequencies (left panel) and p 1 mode frequencies (right panel) both in general relativity and in EiBI with 8πǫ 0 κ = ±0.03 as a function of the stellar average density. In the both panels, the shaded regions surrounded by the broken lines denote the frequencies expected for EOS with stiffness between FPS and Shen EOSs in general relativity, while the regions surrounded by the solid and dotted lines denote those in EiBI with 8πǫ 0 κ = 0.03 and −0.03. Comparing to the mass-radius relation shown in Fig. 1 , one can observe that the frequencies depend weakly on the EOS. This could be because that the f mode oscillation, which is an acoustic wave, propagates inside the star with sound velocity associated with the stellar average density. In fact, it has been suggested in general relativity that the f mode frequencies are written as a linear function of the stellar average density, which weakly depends on the adopted EOS [1, 2] . From the left panel in Fig. 3 , one can obviously see that the f mode frequencies in EiBI with 8πǫ 0 κ ≃ ±0.03 could be distinguished from those in general relativity, even if the uncertainty in frequencies due to EOS would exist. That is, via the direct observations of f mode oscillations, one could distinguish EiBI from general relativity, if 8πǫ 0 |κ| 0.03, independently of EOS for neutron star matter. Of course, if the EOS for neutron star matter would be determined or constrained via the other astronomical observations and/or terrestrial unclear experiments, one might distinguish EiBI even with 8πǫ 0 |κ| 0.03 from general relativity. On the other hand, with the uncertainty due to EOS, it seems to be difficult to distinguish EiBI with 8πǫ 0 κ ≃ 0.03 from general relativity via the observations of p 1 mode oscillations.
IV. CONCLUSION
Eddington-inspired Born-Infeld gravity (EiBI) attracts attention as a modified gravitational theory in the context of avoiding the big bang singularity. This theory completely agrees with general relativity in vacuum, but can deviate from general relativity in the region with matter. In this paper, we especially forces on the stellar oscillations in EiBI, and examine the oscillation frequencies of neutron stars as changing the Eddington parameter κ. For this purpose, we derive the perturbation equations with relativistic Cowling approximation by linearizing the energy-momentum conservation law. As a result, we find that the f and p 1 mode frequencies depend strongly on the Eddington parameter. Compared with the expectations in general relativity (κ = 0), the frequencies in EiBI with negative κ become high and those with positive κ become low. Additionally, in general, there exists an uncertainty in stellar models due to EOS of neutron star matter, but we show that one could identify EiBI with 8πǫ 0 |κ| 0.03 from general relativity independently of the adopted EOS. Furthermore, one might be able to distinguish EiBI even with 8πǫ 0 |κ| 0.03 from general relativity, if the EOS would be constrained from the astronomical observations and/or terrestrial nuclear experiments. In this paper, although we adopt the relativistic Cowling approximation as a first step, we will do more complex analysis for gravitational waves radiated from neutron stars in EiBI without such approximation somewhere. In fact, the damping time of gravitational waves is also one of the important information from the asteroseismological point of view. Such an additional information must help us to constrain the gravitational theory more clearly.
